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Firmly on course; Risked NAV upgrade 

Since its dual listing on AIM last year, we have highlighted Touchstone as one of the 

most compelling situations on our E&P coverage list and, despite a circa 40% share 

price rise in the year-to-date, we continue to see considerable running room for 

Touchstone shares. The ongoing drilling programme has translated into robust 

production growth and, with daily production having surpassed 1,800bopd prior to the 

end of H1, we are confident that 2,000bopd will be exceeded before the year is out. 

Whilst our model comprises various moving parts, in simple terms we have maintained 

our FY2018F average daily production forecast at 1,800bopd, whilst an upgraded oil 

price deck helps drive an EPS upgrade to C$0.03 (C$0.02 previously). Our newly 

introduced forecasts for FY2019F indicate EPS of C$0.05 next year, so we continue to 

believe that Touchstone is a rapidly growing production-led name trading on attractive 

earnings multiples. Despite foreign exchange movements and placing-related dilution, 

our Risked NAV estimate is upgraded to 35p/share, reflecting increasing visibility on 

drilling at the high impact Ortoire block. We see strong scope for further upgrades to 

this figure as reserve additions come through and plans for drilling at Ortoire progress.   

Punching above its weight in Trinidad: Despite its small cap status, Touchstone is one 

of the most active independents operating onshore Trinidad, enjoying a “Top Four” position 

(with realistic ambitions to become the leading player behind state oil company Petrotrin). 

Our recent site visit to Trinidad coincided with the company’s AGM there last month and 

provided us with even greater confidence in the business, which has successfully become 

a material producer with a first rate operating capability and high levels of local content.   

2,000bopd firmly in sight: With 1,800bopd having been reached nicely ahead of “half 

time” this year, we believe that 2,000bopd is very likely to be exceeded prior to year-end 

and maintain a high level of confidence in our FY2018F average daily production forecast 

of 1,800bopd. Our newly-introduced forecasts for FY2019F assume 2,200bopd, which we 

believe is a conservative estimate given Touchstone’s ongoing programme of drilling and 

workovers. Longer term, we believe that ≥5,000bopd remains eminently achievable.  

Excellent scope for further upgrades to 35p/share Risked NAV estimate: We upgrade 

our sum-of-the-parts valuation by circa 20% and, despite Touchstone’s impressive share 

price performance in the year-to-date, continue to see considerable upside. We see strong 

scope for further Risked NAV upgrades as a result of 3P reserve additions and increasing 

visibility on drilling plans for the high impact Ortoire block, where we anticipate a ramp-up 

in exploration activities in FY2019F (as reflected in our revised capex forecasts). 
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Results and Forecasts 

Year to 

December 

Revenue 

(C$m) 

Adj. PBT 

(C$m) 

Adj. EPS 

(C$) 

DPS 

(C$) 

Net Cash     

(C$m) 

PER 

(x) 

EV/EBITDA 

(x) 

Div Yield 

(%) 

2016A 24.0 (5.2) (0.06) - 2.4 n/a 54.7 n/a 

2017A 32.0 (2.1) (0.09) - (0.3) n/a 8.5 n/a 

2018F 50.4 8.7 0.03 - (6.2) 9.9 2.6 n/a 

2019F 59.5 12.8 0.05 - (7.6) 6.0 2.0 n/a 
 

Source: Touchstone; Shore Capital Markets 
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2,000bopd now clearly in sight 
Since last year, Touchstone has been pursuing an active programme of workovers and 

drilling, having drilled four new wells in FY2017 and with a ten well programme underway 

in the current year. Well performances have been better than expected and, with the first 

five wells of the FY2018 campaign now on stream, we look forward to the release of 

stabilised flow rates from these wells in the coming 4-6 weeks. Touchstone is now cracking 

on with the remaining five wells of this year’s programme and, whilst a similar number of 

wells is budgeted for FY2019, we see scope for drilling of up to 20 wells per annum as 

Touchstone maintains a continuous programme of activities, supported by its healthy 

balance sheet and operating cash flow. In Trinidad, Touchstone has >200 defined drilling 

locations (providing a multi-year development drilling inventory) and is also enhancing 

production from its existing well stock with circa 24 recompletions annually. The result has 

been production which (at >1,800bopd) has increased circa 40% in 18 months; we also 

highlight good progress on per well drilling costs and reflect this in our updated forecasts. 

Given recent progress, we fully expect Touchstone to exceed 2,000bopd before the end of 

this year, and believe that ≥5,000bopd is eminently achievable longer term. Operating 

costs stand at approximately C$20/bbl and, as circa 50% of this opex is fixed, we see the 

potential for continued operating cost reductions towards C$15/bbl (or less) as production 

ramps up. Touchstone is already achieving strong rates of capital efficiency, as measured 

by operating netbacks divided by finding and development costs (2P recycle ratios 

currently stand at 3.6x and could fall to ≤2.0x over time, we believe). The only fly in the 

economic ointment arguably relates to supplementary petroleum tax (SPT), which can 

result in lower profits despite higher oil prices. However, with Brent prices currently 

standing at >US$70/bbl and rising development spend providing SPT tax credits, we 

believe that oil prices are currently sitting comfortably above the upper limit of the SPT “red 

zone” (which we estimate stands at approximately US$65/bbl Brent, subject to offsetting 

development expenditure). Potential tax reforms in Trinidad also remain on the agenda. 

We visited Touchstone’s projects in Trinidad last month, in a trip which coincided with the 

company’s AGM in Port of Spain and highlighted, for example, the high levels of local 

content employed in the business (all 76 members of local staff are Trinidadian). Measured 

by new wells drilled in the year-to-date, Touchstone is already one of the most active 

operators onshore Trinidad (state oil company Petrotrin drilled three wells in the first 

quarter) and we firmly believe that Touchstone enjoys the potential to become Trinidad’s 

leading independent onshore operator. In addition to its ongoing development activities, 

Touchstone is now highlighting the significant exploration potential provided by its Ortoire 

block, where historical production and analogue fields have led to the highgrading of five 

exploration prospects. Here, targets in the Herrera, Gros Morne and Forest formations are 

structurally complex, but well defined on 2D seismic. Environmental permitting is underway 

and we look forward to further progress towards drilling in the months ahead. In the 

meantime, our revised capex forecasts assume that five Ortoire wells are drilled next year.    

 

 

 

 

Multi-well development drilling 

programme has translated into 
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potential   
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Updated forecasts 
We have updated our income statement and cash flow forecasts (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), 

incorporating several changes. Importantly, our upgraded Brent price deck stands at 

US$70.00/bbl and US$67.50/bbl in FY2018F and FY2019F, respectively. We maintain 

confidence in our 1,800bopd average daily production forecast for the current year and 

introduce production forecasts for FY2019F, when we assume an average 2,200bopd. 

Supplementary petroleum tax applies at realised oil prices exceeding US$50/bbl. 

Therefore, although we assume that Touchstone sells at a 15% discount to Brent, SPT 

now applies to our forecasts. However, we would highlight the fact that our price deck is 

sufficiently elevated to take Touchstone beyond the SPT “red zone” (within which SPT 

reduces profits despite higher oil prices). So, even with SPT and an increased number of 

shares in issue, our FY2018F adjusted EPS forecast is upgraded to C$0.03/share 

(C$0.02/share previously). We estimate adjusted EPS in FY2019F of C$0.05/share. 

We estimate circa C$9m of operating cash flow (according to our definition) in FY2018F, 

which is up slightly from our prior forecast and rises strongly to C$18m in FY2019F. As 

with earnings, our latest operating cash flow forecasts reflect our updated oil price, average 

daily production and SPT assumptions (which combine to have a mildly positive effect on 

FY2018F operating cash flow). Given Touchstone’s expanded drilling programme, we have 

increased our capex forecasts and assume total exploration and development spend of 

circa C$15m and C$20m in FY2018F and FY2019F, respectively. With Touchstone’s 

C$15m term credit facility recently extended, we continue to see ample headroom 

throughout our forecast period, during which we expect unrestricted cash to remain at C$7-

8m. Our prior forecasts (which came before the last placing and expanded drilling 

campaign) also indicated the maintenance of healthy levels of unrestricted cash and we 

see continued flexibility for further expansion of the development drilling programme.  

Fig. 1 (below) summarises our key financial assumptions and illustrates our expectation of 

continued production growth, along with ongoing reductions in unit production costs and 

the maintenance of robust per barrel operating netbacks in FY2018/19F: 

Figure 1: Touchstone Exploration key financial assumptions 

  FY2017A FY2018F FY2019F 

Average daily production (bopd)  1,375 1,800 2,200 

Production days   365 365 365 

Total production (mbbl)  502 657 803 

Brent oil price (US$/bbl)  54 70 68 

Brent discount (%)  9.2% 15.0% 15.0% 

Realised oil price (US$/bbl)  49 60 57 

Realised oil price (C$/bbl)  64 77 74 

Royalties (%)  28% 28% 28% 

Royalties/bbl (C$)  (18) (21) (21) 

Opex/bbl (C$)  (23) (20) (18) 

Operating netback/bbl (C$)  23 36 35 

Depreciation/bbl (C$)  (9) (9) (8) 

Supplementary petroleum tax (% net sales)  1% 18% 18% 

CAD/USD exchange rate  0.77 0.78 0.78 
 

Source: Touchstone; Shore Capital Markets 

Despite SPT, higher oil prices 

drive an upgrade to our FY2018F 

adjusted EPS  

We see ample financial headroom 

(providing scope for a further 

increase in drilling activity)  
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Valuation 
We have updated our Risked NAV estimate for Touchstone (see Fig. 2), which indicates a 

fair value of 35p/share and is therefore up circa 20% on our prior 29p/share estimate. 

Whilst we have accounted for a meaningful increase in 3P reserves as at 31
st
 December 

2017 (which rose 20% year-on-year), foreign exchange movements and placing-related 

dilution are offsetting factors in our sum-of-the-parts valuation. However, with visibility 

increasing on drilling plans for the Ortoire block, we now make provision for this high 

impact asset by assuming an initial 30mmbbl of net unrisked potential (with a 10% chance 

of success). Finally, in our Risked NAV calculation, we make the usual financial 

adjustments to reflect the potential exercise of in-the-money warrants and options, forecast 

net debt (according to our definition) and the present value of central costs. With the 

shares currently trading at 0.5x Risked NAV and a very active drilling programme 

underway, we continue to see considerable running room for Touchstone shares. 

We see excellent scope for further upgrades to our Risked NAV estimate through early 

FY2019, with upside coming from two potential sources. Firstly, with Touchstone having 

achieved 38% compound annual growth in 2P reserves since FY2010, we fully expect to 

see reserves additions across the proved, probable and possible categories in the next NI 

51-101 reserves assessment (as at 31
st
 December 2018). In line with previous years, we 

anticipate release of this updated reserves evaluation towards the end of Q1 2019. In the 

meantime, with Touchstone having already clearly flagged its intention to commence 

drilling at Ortoire next year, we believe that the release of more details on drilling plans and 

individual prospects on this high impact block could have a very positive impact on our 

Risked NAV calculation. As visibility continues to increase (and environmental permits are 

received), we would expect to account for unrisked potential across a broader inventory of 

targets at Ortoire, where we anticipate the emergence of multiple drilling catalysts. 

 

Figure 2: Touchstone sum-of-the-parts valuation 

 Unrisked CoS* Risked Unrisked Risked Risked 

 C$m % C$m C$/share C$/share £/share 

Proved producing 27.5 100 27.5 0.21 0.21 0.12 

Proved non-producing 8.3 80 6.7 0.06 0.05 0.03 

Proved undeveloped  35.4 70 24.8 0.27 0.19 0.11 

Total probable  56.6 60 34.0 0.43 0.26 0.15 

Total possible 40.0 30 12.0 0.30 0.09 0.05 

Ortoire block 291.0 10 29.1 2.19 0.22 0.13 

Warrants and options 0.6 100 0.6 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Forecast net debt (FY2018F) (6.2) 100 (6.2) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03) 

PV central costs (47.3) 100 (47.3) (0.36) (0.36) (0.20) 

Risked NAV 405.9                -  81.1 3.05 0.61 0.35 
 

Source: Shore Capital Markets. *Chance of success 

 

 

 

 

 

Risked NAV estimate upgraded to 

35p/share; we continue to see 

plenty of running room for the 

shares 

We anticipate further valuation 
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plans 
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Figure 3: Touchstone Exploration income statement (C$'000) 

Year-end December FY2016A FY2017A FY2018F FY2019F 

Revenue 24,036 32,020 50,441 59,448 

Royalties (5,917) (8,982) (14,123) (16,645) 

Production costs (10,943) (11,716) (12,812) (14,454) 

Depreciation, depletion and amortisation (5,012) (4,415) (5,585) (6,424) 

Administrative expenses (6,398) (6,320) (6,950) (7,000) 

Share based payments (157) (165) (150) (150) 

Operating profit (4,391) 422 10,821 14,774 

Adjusted EBITDA 778 5,002 16,556 21,348 

Net interest (230) (1,856) (1,350) (1,200) 

Gains/(losses) on financial derivatives (1,970) - (200) - 

Gains/(losses) on disposal                        -  378                        -                         -  

FX gains/(losses) (163) (512)                        -                         -  

Other gains/(losses)                        -                         -  (159)                        -  

Other income                        -                         -  484                        -  

Accretion (542) (704) (750) (750) 

Impairment recovery/(expense) (5,337) 7,851 (500) (500) 

Profit before tax (12,633) 5,579 8,346 12,324 

Adjusted profit before tax (5,163) (2,138) 8,721 12,824 

Income taxes (220) (6,235) (1,500) (750) 

Supplementary petroleum tax                        -  (291) (3,737) (5,804) 

Profit after tax (12,853) (947) 3,109 5,770 

Adjusted profit after tax (5,383) (8,664) 3,484 6,270 

Average shares in issue (m) 83.1 94.2 129.0 129.0 

Warrants and options (m) 0.1 0.0 3.9 3.9 

Diluted shares in issue (m) 83.3 94.2 132.9 132.9 

EPS (C$) (0.15) (0.01) 0.02 0.04 

Adjusted diluted EPS (C$) (0.06) (0.09) 0.03 0.05 
 

Source: Touchstone; Shore Capital Markets 
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Figure 4: Touchstone Exploration cash flow (C$'000) 

Year-end December FY2016A FY2017A FY2018F FY2019F 

Profit after tax (12,853) (947) 3,109 5,770 

Depreciation, depletion and amortisation 5,012 4,415 5,585 6,424 

Share based payments 157 165 150 150 

(Gains)/losses 8,631 449 359                        -  

Accretion 542 704 750 750 

Impairment 5,337 (7,851) 500 500 

Deferred tax (246) 6,086 1,000                        -  

Change in working capital 2,969 (543) (2,000) 4,500 

Other (463) 89 (105)                        -  

Operating cash flow 9,086 2,567 9,348 18,094 

Derivative costs                        -                         -  (190)                        -  

Exploration expenditures (2,029) (1,240) (1,000) (10,000) 

Development and abandonment expenditures (2,037) (8,549) (14,000) (9,500) 

Acquisitions and disposals 650                        -                         -                         -  

Free cash flow 5,670 (7,222) (5,842) (1,406) 

Term loan royalty (47) (320) (500) (500) 

Finance lease receipts/(payments) 42 83 500 500 

Share issues (net) 3 5,334                        -                         -  

Net cash flow  5,668 (2,125) (5,842) (1,406) 

Translation differences/other 324 (609) - - 

Opening net cash/(debt) (3,594) 2,398 (336) (6,178) 

Closing net cash/(debt) 2,398 (336) (6,178) (7,584) 

Total debt and associated liabilities 14,496 14,632 15,000 15,000 

Total cash 16,894 14,296 8,822 7,416 

Restricted cash (8,461) (376) (400) (400) 

Unrestricted cash 8,433 13,920 8,422 7,016 
 

Source: Touchstone; Shore Capital Markets 
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